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SECURITY CAMERA MILESTONES

- One or more safety cameras installed at all of CTA’s 144 rail stations
- 625 cameras have been installed since March 2009, increasing hardware by nearly 53%
- Nearly 3,000 cameras will be installed system-wide by end of 2010
- CTA is committed to increasing the safety of customers and employees
SECURITY CAMERA NETWORK
CTA BEACH SERVICE BEGINS

Weekend and holiday bus service to area beaches through Labor Day:

- #63 63rd
- #72 North
- #78 Montrose
SUMMER SERVICE

#10 MUSEUM OF SCIENCE & INDUSTRY
SUMMER SERVICE TO NAVY PIER
#124 NAVY PIER
New decal affixed to fare card reader

**CHICAGO CARD TARGET RELOCATION**
New 5000-Series Rail Cars Testing Extended
NEW 5000-SERIES RAIL CARS TESTING EXTENDED
CROSSTOWN SERIES FARE CARD
Pink Line California – Station roof

Roosevelt – Subway platform

Deep Clean Initiative
Deep Clean Initiative
Roosevelt Orange Station
CTA CONVENTION PASS PILOT

- Designed to encourage use of CTA by people attending conferences and trade shows at McCormick Place

- Builds on CTA’s successful U-Pass and Visitor’s Pass programs

- Will help increase CTA ridership and revenues

- Experiment to allow CTA to evaluate pass and make adjustments
PREPARATIONS FOR JULY 4 FESTIVITIES
CERMATK-CHINATOWN STATION
NEW AUXILIARY ENTRANCE
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